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Employee Communication since early 2020
regarding COVID-19 with its many milestones
A
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

continuum of key changes and developments in the US over the past 18 months:
No vaccine, no mask, health questionnaires
Mask requirement in most States indoors and outdoors
Vaccines becoming available in early 2020 and offered by priority group (Healthcare and
age-based)
May 2020 – children over the age of 12 can get vaccinated
Progressive unmasking policies outdoors
Unmasking policies for vaccinated employees, including indoors
Unvaccinated employees to maintain wearing masks and physical distancing
Complex communication strategies with employees regarding wearing the mask or not
based on vaccination status and location
Booster shots to become available in September (US Department of Health)
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Recent guidance from OSHA and the CDC
in light of rise of the Delta Variant
Occupational Safety and Health Administration guidance of August 13th 2021:
•
•

Fully vaccinated employees to wear masks to protect unvaccinated and immunocompromised workers in Covid19 Hotspots and high-risk settings.
Fully vaccinated employees who have close contact with people who test positive for Covid-19, wear a mask for
up to 14 days unless they test negative 3-5 days after the contact.

In Summary: Adopt a policy that require workers to get vaccinated or to
undergo regular Covid-19 testing, in addition to mask wearing and physical
distancing, if they remain unvaccinated.
CDC Guidance
CDC is recommending that fully vaccinated people wear masks in public
indoor settings in areas of high transmission rate.
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Check your State’s positioning regarding Vaccinations

A few examples of State positionings:
• Montana State not allowing Vaccination mandate
• New York State and Virginia adopted the “Soft Mandate” and New York City added that indoor restaurants, bars and
gyms will need to ask customers and staff for proof of vaccination.
• Connecticut, Colorado, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Washington, Washington DC and Puerto Rico are adopting the soft
mandate for certain workers (mainly Public and Healthcare workers)
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Critical strategies for communicating the importance
of vaccinations to Club employees
• Craft a clear policy with the help of your HR professional / legal Counsel while balancing workplace safety and
employee privacy
• Negotiate with your Union to include any changes in your policy (CBA)
• Ask employees to provide proof of vaccination or a signed attestation (no medical inquiry that could conflict with
ADA protection, and in respect of EEOC guidance), or wear masks and submit to regular Covid-19 testing
• Observe State and local guidance that could be different from Federal Laws
• If you mandate vaccination, make sure to consider reasonable accommodations for employees with disability
related or religious objections, and maintain your employees’ medical records confidential (EEOC mandate),
control the access and limit its use
• Some States mandate a notice requirement be issued to employees prior to collecting their medical information
(i.e. California Consumer Privacy Act)
www.equamagna.com

Various approaches:
The Carrot and / or the Stick approach?
Employers, private and public have the right to set workplace conditions and a duty to provide a safe workplace for
their employees
Many possible approaches:
• In May 2021 EEOC updated its pandemic guidance to include incentives for voluntary vaccinations, so long as as
the incentive (reward or penalty) is not “so substantial as to be coercive”.
• Treasury expands paid leave tax credit on July 29th to accompany or care for a family or household member, to
obtain immunization or recover from immunization secondary effects
• Health plan premium surcharges for the unvaccinated (speak to your benefit provider)
• Mandate vaccination or test regularly, wear masks and social distance
• Vaccination as a condition of employment
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What are other companies doing?
Trends and strategies
•

United Airlines – vaccine mandate by Oct. 25th (supported by their Union), Hawaiian Airlines by Nov. 1st, but reasonable
disability related or religious accommodations must be made

•

Frontier’s and Federal Workers “soft mandate” – require vaccination or regular proof of negative tests, wearing masks and
social distance

•

Delta Air Lines – new employees must be vaccinated, current employees are encouraged and restrictions apply if they are not
(international travel limitation)

•

Pentagon supports vaccinations for Service Members and looking at making it mandatory by Mid-September, with disciplinary
consequences for refusals

•

Houston Methodist (hospital) unvaccinated workers lost their case when told they needed to get vaccinated or risk losing their
jobs (June 12th) – 150 employees were fired or resigned

•

CNN’s zero tolerance policy prompts them to fire three unvaccinated workers, and make showing proof of vaccination a
requirement for entering the workplace

•

Many large employers are requiring vaccinations or testing policies (Walt Disney, Walmart, Tyson Foods, Facebook, Netflix,
www.equamagna.com
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Best Practices for communicating Safety
Procedures at the Club
•

Be consistent in how you apply your policies

•

When requiring proof of vaccination, communicate that medical records will be kept confidential

•

Train your team not to inquire beyond what is necessary

•

Set a timeline and provide notice of changes to your staff prior to implementation

•

Create some consistent messaging to share with employees and members when faced with questions regarding employees’
vaccination status (use both verbal and written communication and translate as needed)

•

Show empathy, be open to dialogue, and encourage your staff to speak to you privately and seek advice from their medical
provider

•

Be nimble and stay on top of changes in the law

•

Update and communicate your policies regularly
www.equamagna.com
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Strategic Club Communications in the
COVID Era

Communicating With
Our Employees
• Email & Posters
• Sent from General Manager & HR
• CDC guides our messaging
• Trusted, visible source
• Limit potential liability
• Filter & share CDC information
relevant to staff and vaccines
• Overload of information

Employee Vaccine Email Timeline
March 9, 2021
•
•
•

Maryland’s vaccine distribution plan
How to sign up, what to expect
CDC information & links

•

Vaccine incentive: 4 hours of regular
pay

March 15, 2021
July 28, 2021
•
•
•

Vaccine update, Delta variant
Vaccination status: 65%
Reiterated incentive

August 16, 2021
•

Enhanced vaccination incentive:
4 hours of regular pay + $125

Ongoing
• Bi-weekly emails from HR
reminding employees to submit
vaccination status

Shift messaging to address
employee concerns:
• Is it safe?
• Has it really been tested?
• Target population has narrowed
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A General Manager’s Personal Appeal
“….. while I recognize there may be personal reasons why someone has
chosen not to be vaccinated, I read an interesting fact about one common
reason. There are many who lack confidence in the vaccine because it was
approved under “emergency use authorization.” What I did not realize is
that the treatments for COVID have been approved the same way. I
would hate for anyone to not be vaccinated because of this issue alone,
only to find themselves sick and in need of the treatment.”

New Incentive
• Launched August 16
• Increased incentive pay
• 4 Hours of pay + $125
• English + Spanish poster
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Employee Vaccination Rates
•
•
•
•

May: 32%
June: 60%
July: 65%
Today: 75%

•
•
•
•
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Shared with membership
Jump: March, April & May
Drop: July
Younger employees unvaccinated
(50-60% per area)

Communicating With Our Members
• Email, Website, Digital
Bulletin
• Emails from Club President
& General Manager
• CDC guidelines, State,
Local & Federal restrictions
guide our message

Strategy
Trust, Transparency, Consistency, Confidence
Embrace & acknowledge the current situation
No change in tone from pre-pandemic
County restrictions are comparably aggressive
• We strictly follow these guidelines
• Simply relay this information
• No schedule; communicate as needed
• High valuation on their membership; invested in their club

•
•
•
•
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Members & The Vaccine
Limited Encouragement
Why?
• High vaccination rates in the
county & surrounding areas
• Average age of member: 65
• In the Nation’s capital

Letter Excerpts
• “We are proud of the responsibility exhibited by our members
and staff to our Club community. . . members continue to
be respectful, even if frustrated, by the current limits.”
• “Continue to be safe and take all necessary measures to
protect yourselves and others.”

• “….provided a framework for returning to normalcy tied to the
percentage of county residents who become fully vaccinated.
The Club encourages members and staff alike to do so.”

Masks
• Follow state & county
mandates
• Compliance issues are
isolated
• Acknowledging the
situation
• Face mask contests

Compliance Issues?
Change the Tone!
Enforcement at the Fitness Center
• Adapt

MASKS
REQUIRED

COVID Member Resources
Coronavirus Updates Online
• Policies, restrictions &
hours of operation
• Channel for feedback
& questions

COVID Member Resources
Coronavirus Updates Online
• Archive of all COVID
communications
• Transparency
• Updated information

Looking Ahead
• Vaccine mandates vs. shortage of labor
• Measure new vaccination incentive
• Board reassessment of vaccination guidelines in
September
• Members, guests & employees
• How to help facilitate vaccine distribution?

Future Obstacles
• Employees who are exempt/refuse the vaccine?
• How to store records of vaccination?
• Policies for independent contractors and
volunteers?
• Members requesting vaccinated employees
• Mask becomes a scarlet letter

Takeaways
•
•
•
•
•

Transparency & honesty
Build trust
Acknowledge & adapt
Bettering crisis communication & strategy
New forms of communication
• Open flow for concerns and updates
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